Abstract -Dissociation of HeRh2+ in high electric field occurs by tunneling of a neutral He out of the ion. This tunneling process occurs most readily when it is rotated 180. from its desorbed orientation. This rotation time is measured to be 790221 fs. The tunneling effect is supported by a very strong isotope effect observed when 4~e is replaced by 3~e , and also by a WKB calculation of barrier penetration probabilities.
I. INTRODUCTION
Dissociation of compound ions in high electric field occurs by tunneling of a neutral atom out of the ion, similar to field ionization where an electron tunnels out of an atom. A quantum theory of field dissociation was given by Hiskes/l/ in 1961 and an experimental observation was reported by Riviera and Sweetman/2/ in the same year. In field ionization mass spectroscopy, Beckey and coworkers/3/ interpreted the low energy tail often observed in mass spectral lines of large organic molecules to be produced by field dissociation. Hanson/4/ interprets a m a l l secondary peak in field ion energy distribution of H+ to be produced by further field ionization of field dissociated H. Many of these earlier works involve with systems such as H2+ or AD+ where the remaining electron in the system revolves around the two nuclei with a period much shorter than the period of the atomic vibration. Thus the concept of orientational effect in field dissociation is vague at best. In field ionization, a low energy tail can also be produced by space field ionization of hopping molecules, as well as further field ionization into 2+ ions followed by Coulomb repulsive dissociation (or Coulomb explosion). The interpretation.~£ Hanson, if it were correct, would produce two low energy peaks instead of only one as observed in the experiment. There are some compound ions in field desorption which are ideally suited for studying kunneling and orientational effects in field dissociation. These are metal helide and metal hydride ions. Our data/5/ on HeRh2+ are particularly well defined and simple to interpret for the following reasons: ( 1 ) The first ionization energy of He is higher than the second ionization energy of Rh by 6.5 eVi thus the He r e i n s neutral and is bound to ~h~+ by a polarization force. (Fig. 3) . It will take the ion (790k20) fs to travel 220A under the acceleration of the field. If the dissociation is induced by further field ionization followed by Coulomb dissociation into a He+ and a then the He+ ions will have an energy -600 eV less than those in the main peak and should show up at the flight time indicated by the arrow in Fig. 2(a) . No such peak indicates that HeRh2+ dissociates into a neutral He and a Rh2+, exactly what is to be expected £ran field dissociation effect. The neutral He will acquire only 51 eV and cannot be detected in our system.
HeRh2+ field dissociates in a well-defined spatial zone for the following reasons.
The relative motion of He and Rh2+ in a HeRh2+ ion in a field 3 is governed by/l/ Fig. 2 ( b ) . 
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There are at least three reasons for field dissociation of IieRh2+ to be fundamentally interesting.
( 1 ) It involves with tunneling of a mass 4 particle, thus is very similar to a-delay. ( 2 ) The potential barrier depends not only on an experimentally adjustable parameter F, but also on the ratio of the masses of the two particles. This mass ratio dependence can'be studied by observing isotope effects. (3) This tunneling effect is ion orientation dependent. Thus the rotational time of the compound ions in high electric field can be directly studied. The dissociation time measured, (790f 21 fs, which is also the rotation time of 4~~h 2 + for 180', is believed to be one of the fastest reaction times ever being successfully measured, especially with completely resolved peaks. Such a fast reaction can occur only by a tunneling effect.
